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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business

Simple Steps
for Starting Your Business

Session 3: Marketing Your Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last Revised: 11/18/2014Changes Made: updated Slide 1 photos and logo; changed slides and/or notes of slides: 19, 20, 21, 28, 32. Changes are based on revisions to the workbook per Canon as new sponsor.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business

[insert local sponsorship information here if 
relevant, otherwise delete this slide] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the program sponsor.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessHomework Review

• How did you do?
• Competitor:

– Price and pricing 
strategies

– Features and benefits
– Annual sales

• Marketing strategies in 
reaching target customers

• Lessons learned?
• Questions about the 

process?
Time: 10 minutes to discuss

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Discussion: Probe the group to find out how they did on this homework assignment. Share any “success” stories. Reinforce the need for them to continue to collect this vital information, including a place to keep competitive intelligence for their continuing review. This discussion reinforces the need to obtain competitive information and serves to minimize their fears about collecting data.Total Time: 10 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessAgenda

• Competition
• Product and services 

description
• Pricing strategy
• Target markets and channels
• Marketing strategies to reach 

customers
• Marketing message
• Sales Basics
• Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follow slide.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Group Exercise:

Competitive Comparison Outline

Compare the competition for:
• Features/benefits of offering
• Pricing strategy
• Sales size
• Marketing strategy
• Business model/efficiency
Time: 10 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Exercise: Hand out the Competitive Comparison Worksheet and have students fill it out and write a paragraph or more about their competition. Have the mentors assist them. One handout should be provided for each of the client’s business ideas.  Allow 5 minutes for the written exercises and 5 minutes for discussion. Total time: 10 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Competitive Comparison

Ann’s Comp. A Comp. B Comp. C
Benefits 
Features ++ 0 - 0

Pricing 0 + 0 0
Sales 
Size/Mix 0 - 0 +++

Market 
Strategy + 0 ++ +

Business 
Model 0 0 0 +

Ann’s Nursery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart is a method for clients to analyze and display their competitive information. It is basically a strengths and weaknesses chart where Ann’s Nursery is compared to her major competitors using the information that she has collected. The ratings of  plus (+), neutral (0), or negative (-) are seen from the perspective of her target customers.Ann thinks her target customers will see her business as having superior benefits/features, pricing that is neutral to two competitors with one competitor offering lower pricing, a sales size and mix that is generally neutral but with one competitor offering a much larger variety of products, and a marketing strategy in reaching customers that is strong, but not as strong as one competitor. Her business model (how Ann’s Nursery efficiently produces and delivers her product) is essentially equal to all but one competitor, who has a slight cost advantage.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessProducts and Services 

Descriptions should include:
• Special benefits
• Unique features
• Limits and liabilities
• Production and delivery
• Suppliers
• Intellectual property, special 

permits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide outlines what the client should have in their product/service description. Briefly describe what each means. Use the Ann’s Nursery plan for supporting examples. Special benefits relate to filling key customer needs and the unique features are how the client’s product or service does that. For example, Ann’s Nursery provides best practices information for customers to help them transplant, grow and maintain their specialty plants.Limits and liabilities relates to the client’s offering; the client needs to know their exposure and how they are going to protect themselves. Ann’s Nursery liability is limited to the purchase price of materials and the product guarantee follows industry norms—returns within one year of purchase.They need to discuss how they will produce and deliver their product or service. If they have fairly complex operations, they should discuss it in the business structure section. Suppliers may have a major impact on the financial well-being of a business and that should be mentioned here. How a client establishes and protects intellectual property or obtains special permits also needs to be addressed in this section. Group Exercise: Distribute the Product & Service Description Worksheet. Take 5 minutes to write a description of your products and services that answers the questions from the slide. Allow 5 minutes for discussion.Total Time: 10 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business

• Market Price
• Typical Pricing Strategies

– Value added premiums
– Channel considerations 

(consumer, dealer)
– Other Options

• Mark-up on cost
• Bundling
• Customer type: 

– Business vs. Consumer
• Promotions

Pricing Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pricing strategy starts with understanding the market price (which is the average price of all your competitors) and the price at which their product or service is generally valued at in the marketplace. From that position, the client may elect a premium price for their superior value-added offering. Their pricing strategy may have to consider different pricing because of potential channel conflicts, so their pricing for consumers will be higher than that for a dealer who sells to the same consumer. They may elect a pricing strategy that is calculated from a markup on their cost, or pricing discounts for “bundled offerings,” where the target customer buys a large array of goods, or different pricing for an individual end consumer versus a business, and/or special promotional pricing to attract new customers.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business

Pricing 
Considerations

• Initial Price
– Costs of material & service plus 

profit
– Match competition

• Adjust Price
– Monitor customer demand
– Compare to competition
– Ensure value to customer
– Reduce costs before increasing 

prices
• Prices set too low

– Disrupt marketplace (price war)
– New business suffers most

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Exercise & Discussion: Distribute Pricing Strategy Worksheet.Take 5 minutes to write one paragraph about the pricing strategies for your business. Ask: Would anyone like to share your pricing strategy for your business? This is a great opportunity to discuss how different industries have different mark-up rates. For Ann’s Nursery, her retailers will mark up her price by 150%. The standard gift shop retailer will mark prices up by 100%.Total Time: 15 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business

The path of goods, services and 
information to the customer.
• Direct Sale: Business to 

Business
• Producer to Distribution to 

Retailer
• Direct Sale to Final Consumer
• Internet
• Associate Networks for 

Services

Typical Channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this section, explain channels and positions in those channels. Channels are “the path of goods, services and information to the customer.” Listed are a few of the common channels that businesses use. The client could sell a product or service directly to another business called “B2B” or they could offer a product to distributors who sell to retailers who then sell to the final consumers. They may be a retailer or producer that sells directly to the final consumer called “B2C,” or they may sell their product or service through the internet to anyone. They may be a service that sells their offering through an associate network. Understanding channels helps the client in a number of ways. It allows them to see market segments that they might have missed, identifies multiple market segments to target, helps them set prices in order to avoid channel conflicts, and develops a marketing communication strategy.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Identifying Target Markets

Who will you sell to?
– Channel position
– Profile

• Key demographics
• Income level
• Gender
• Geographic

– Buying habits and behavior
– Market size and realistic 

penetration: growing or 
declining

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the target market is a critical step in creating a winning business strategy. To identify target markets or customers, you need to know their channel position, their profile – including demographics and behaviors, their market size, and a realistic penetration which will give the client a potential sale target. Think of all the possible target markets for your business, then reduce it to the critical few. Ann’s Nursery Example – Identified three targets: 1. local retail nurseries, 2. internet gardeners, 3. distant retail nurseries.Other Examples:BBQ (sit down restaurant, Individual customers, carry-out only, large groups, catering, internet)Jewelry Business (in-home sales, boutique shops, internet sales, national shows, retail location)Ask the questions…..- What & why do they buy?- Where do they shop & how often?- How much do they spend?- Who buys? Individual Decision, Family Decision?- What brands do they consider?- Do price points & deals influence purchasing?- How do they buy? Cash, Credit, Layaway
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Target Market

Comparison and Selection

• Fills target customer needs 
• More profitable

(considers cost and price)
• More sales
• Minimum channel conflict
• Favorable competitive 

environment
• Fits my vision and skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clients need to test a market segment against a set of criteria in order to determine whether or not a market segment is right for their business. This slide presents a good checklist to test whether their product or service fits each target market. The client should assess to what extent their offering fills unmet market/customer needs, how profitable that market segment is, the level of sales to expect from that segment, potential channel conflicts, how favorable or unfavorable the competitive environment may be, and whether this market segment really fits the client’s vision and skills.For example, Ann’s Nursery eliminated the option of establishing a retail outlet on the farm due to greater sales potential in selling to other retailers. 
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Target Markets Worksheet 

Ann’s Nursery

Target 
Markets

Local 
Nursery

Distant 
Nursery

Local 
Gardener

Internet 
Gardener

Channel 
Position

producer/
retailer
30/70

produce/
retailer 30/70

consumer retailer/ 
consumer

Key
Demographics

$1-30M sales; 
broad product

$1-30M sales; 
broad product high end

high end,
experience

Buying 
Habits

trust of 
product; 
personal 

connection

trust of product; 
pricing

local rep; 
available;

pricing

reputation;
delivery

Market Size 
and Share

200 x $50k
share 5%

4000 x$50k
share 1/10%

$500k
share 5%

2M x $100
share 1/5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This worksheet shows the key information for each target market option that Ann had; she has four target market options.Local nurseries (in the Delaware Valley) Distant nurseries (in the rest of the U.S. )Local gardeners by opening a retail outlet on her farmSelling to all markets via the internetAnn knows the number of nurseries both in the local area and in the USA, and from her direct discussions with these nurseries she knows approximately how much of her product they will buy per year (approximately $50,000). For the local gardener, she makes an estimate of market size from the nurseries’ sales of her product that are in her immediate area. For Internet sales, she has obtained market size information from a trade association.When she makes her estimate of market share and projections of sales, Ann uses two sources: 1) her own market research of what a sample group of nurseries said that they would buy from her and 2) the annual sales size of existing competitors. These estimates are critical in making sales projections.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Comparison for Selection 

Ann’s Nursery

Target
Markets

Local 
Nursery

Distant 
Nursery

Local 
Gardener

Internet 
Gardener

Need + + + +
Profit ++ 0 + +
Sales +++ ++ - +
Channel 
Conflict + + - 0

Competition 0 - - 0
Fits Me ++ 0 - +

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the worksheet in hand, we can now make the comparison between alternative target markets by using the criteria that we outlined previously. Again we use + as a positive, 0 as neutral and – as a negative. In looking at filling the need, Ann’s offering is seen as + for all segments. For profitability, the local nursery segments are best because Ann’s cost is lowest and sales are highest for this segment. Sales are strongest for the local nurseries with the local gardener market being small and negative. Ann sees a channel conflict with setting up a retail nursery to serve the local gardener. Competition is strongest in serving the distant nursery and the local gardener. Ann likes to produce plants and her reputation is strongest at the local nurseries. Overall, the local nursery fits her vision best.Now Ann makes the selection. She decides not to sell to the local gardener through a retail store on their farm. Her success appears to be dependent on how well she does with the local nurseries and this is where she will focus her initial efforts. Then she will establish her web business, followed by pursuing the distant retailer. This worksheet will not be used in an exercise but is intended for the client’s use in selecting between target markets. The SCORE mentor should help the client through this worksheet, which should be completed for each business idea. 
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Group Exercise: 

Target Markets 

• General description
– Target markets
– Channel position
– Demographics
– Buying habits

• Key needs vs. your 
products/ services

• Cost vs. profit
• Sales size and estimate 

of your potential market 
penetration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can use this outline to write a description of target markets for your business plan. Clients can use their worksheets as back-up documentation in the appendix of their feasibility plan draft.Group Discussion and Exercise: Hand out both the target market worksheet and the comparison sheets. Provide one handout of both exercises for each of the client’s business ideas.  Ask: Would anyone like to volunteer to discuss your target markets?  Openly assist at least two students in understanding their market options. Once everyone understands the process, give the class 10 minutes to complete their own worksheets and write a descriptive paragraph.In this exercise we will use only the target market sheet. List your target market options at the top. Students should be able to identify at least two. Start filling in the worksheet with the information that they already have, and make up information that they need to complete the worksheet. This temporary information can be changed to real facts with further research. -Don’t worry, they will not come close to finishing it. They will be lucky to list their channel choices.-Support each client and offer to help. Ask others to listen in as you ask the client first about their channel choices. Help them expand their options and make sure they understand how to get other information.-Remind them to meet with their mentor to finish both worksheets.Resources should respond to any individual questions during this time. Find out where clients are stuck and provide some advice; take only about 3 to 5 minutes per person. Near the end of the exercise, resources can share issues that might be pertinent to the whole group. Time for Exercise: 10 minutes to complete worksheet and paragraph, plus an additional 15 minutes for group discussion about target markets.Total Time: 25 minutes
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• Fulfills target customer needs
• Quality
• Price
• Availability
• Dependability (etc.)

• Clearly identifies unique/key 
features

• Can be consistently 
communicated in all marketing 
material and media

Concise message about your 
products or services that:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the parameters of a good marketing message.Now that the client has identified the target customer and the channels they will use, they are ready to develop the marketing strategy that reaches those markets and communicates their message. We will discuss the marketing message, marketing communication tools, review channel options by different business type, Ann’s strategies, and complete an exercise to get the client started on their marketing strategies.	
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Ann’s Nursery (business) offers 
to discerning growers and 
gardeners (target customers) 
high quality ornamental trees, 
shrubs and vines (products) 
backed by well known  
horticulturalist, Dr. Ann Murphy, a 
one year money back “guarantee 
to grow” and extended plant care 
documentation (unique features).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an over-simplification of a market message, but it shows what needs to be included. It is important to craft this message well because it will be used in almost every communication device to potential customers. You will work on your marketing message a little later in class.
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• Advertising: radio, TV, 
newspaper, magazine, direct 
mail, yellow pages

• Public Relations: print, radio, 
TV

• Collateral: business cards, tri-
folds, stationery, flyers

• Internet (websites, e-mail, 
search engine marketing, social 
media marketing, content 
marketing)

• Product samples, special offers
• Presentation material, signage
• Customer surveys

Marketing Communication
Methods & Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a list of typical marketing communication tools and methods; certain channels have a common array of marketing communication tools that may be used. Bottom line: you have many options!
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Popular Social Media Technology

LinkedIn 147 million 
users
Social Networking
> Target your audience by 

age, gender, seniority, 
geography, or job function

> Pay per click or by 
impressions

>  Stop your ads at any time

Facebook  955 million 
users
Social Networking
> Connect with more than 
955 million potential 
customers
> Choose you audience by 

location, age, and interests
> Test simple image and text-

based ads and use what 
works

Twitter 225 million users
Microblogging
> Connect with customers and 

quickly share information 
> Gather market intelligence & 

insights
> Build relationships with people 

that care about your company

YouTube 2 billion daily 
views
Online Video Community
> Promote your content
> Share promotional videos 
and 

customer testimonials
> Target audience by 
keyword

Google Places 
Business Finder
> Be found by your customers
> Stand out by engaging 

customers with photos, offers, 
and public responses

> Get insight on your listing to 
make 
smarter business decisions

Blogs 160 million internet 
blogs 
Online Conversation
> Word of mouth
> Communicate promptly 
> Obtain feedback on 

products, service, trends, 
and industry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Google Places, Blogs, Pinterest, and Instagram allow you to connect with your customers by listening and interacting with them. Social media allows you to build relationships, goodwill, and provide improved customer service.  Social media can act as an effective tool to: Get your customers talking about their needs, and provide you with opportunities to serve those needs, Push you to become focused on what your customer wants and needs, and listen to what your customers are talking about and learn about trends and competition in the marketplace. Know that the social media sites listed here are examples of some popular social media sites. There are many other social media sites such as Foursquare or Yelp that you might want to check out as well. Remember, social media is about connecting with your customers where they are! So find out the social media site or sites that they use to make your connections with them.
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Marketing Methods 

by Business Channel Type

• Business to Business (B2B) for 
a product: Xerox

• Business to Business (B2B) for 
a service: eFax

• Business to Consumer (B2C) for 
a product: Nike

• Business to Consumer (B2C) for 
a service: Merry Maids

• Internet Sales: Amazon.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your marketing tactics will depend on whether you are marketing to business, to consumer or online. Let’s look at some examples…Business to Business (B2B) for a product: XeroxXerox is one of the top providers of copiers to businesses. They are well known for developing a strong, aggressive sales force. They also have financing programs to make copiers affordable for businesses small and large.Be sure to define each of these strategies for the class. For example, the term “direct sales” may be new to some people. �	Direct sales force, highly trainedTelemarketingBusiness card, tri-folds and other collateral (promotional material)Trade show boothsTrade magazine advertising Public relations: articles in magazines and newspapers�Business to Business (B2B) for a service: eFaxeFax allows users to send and receive faxes online, eliminating the need for a fax machine. The company does a lot of advertising online, and enlists channel partners to resell and promote services. Each eFax document is branded with the company logo for consistent recognition.Internet advertising, banner adsChannel partners, affiliate salesWebsite, e-mail, social networks Print advertising in trade magazinesCross-promotion with partner servicesAll eFax messages are branded�Business to Consumer (B2C) for a product: NikeNike produces shoes and apparel for athletes, and persuades the consumer that he/she can achieve athletic performance with Nike products. They place a strong emphasis on paid advertising both in print and on television.Brand is about athletic performanceExtensive print advertisingTV advertisingCelebrity endorsements Sports arena advertisingConsistent, persistent branding�Business to Consumer (B2C) for a service: Merry MaidsMerry Maids is a national home cleaning franchise. They invest marketing dollars in print and direct mail advertising campaigns, and also utilize internet advertising. Direct mail advertisingBusiness card, tri-fold brochures and other collateral (promotional material)Print advertising in consumer publicationsAdvertising on vehiclesInternet advertising, pay-per-click�Internet Sales: Amazon.com�Amazon.com is the largest bookseller on the internet, and also sells video games, dvds, music, toys and household items. The company has traditionally avoided print advertising and instead relied on internet advertising and word of mouth. With the introduction of the Kindle, Amazon has begun advertising in magazines.Website is optimized for the search engines (SEO)Relies largely on word of mouthAlliance partners and affiliate programsPaid search engine advertising E-mail marketingUntil recently, no print advertising
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Ann’s Nursery 

Marketing Strategies

local retailer
distant retailer

internet  to consumer

Direct sales

Sales through mfg. reps

Website sales
$2k start-up

cost

½ staff

$1k/yr samples

¼ staff $100/mon. exp.

¼ staff

$3k display

$2k/yr travel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are Ann’s marketing strategies to reach her target markets. The chart shows her target market in green, and the channel used to reach them is indicated with a line arrow. The boxes describe the market communication tools and the estimated cost in her first year of business. 
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Ann’s Nursery 

Marketing Expenses Strategy Chart

Local 
Retailer

Distant 
Retailer

Internet to 
Customer

One Time 
Expenses

$1000 for 
samples

$3000 for 
displays

$2000 for 
web page

Monthly/
Annual 

Expenses

$2000 year 
for travel

$100 per 
month for 

web hosting
Labor Cost 0.5 staff 

person
0.25 staff

person
0.25 staff 

person

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This worksheet contains marketing strategy information and will be used in the next exercise. Each business idea will need its own chart.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your Business
Group Exercise :

Marketing Strategy Chart

• Identify different target 
customers by channel

• Add estimates by channel 
for:
– one time expenses
– monthly/annual 

expenses 
– staff time expended

• Pick a partner and share 
your strategy

Time: 10 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Exercise: Distribute the Marketing Strategy Chart. Students should fill in their charts for different target markets and channels to reach those markets. They should estimate their marketing expenses to show one-time cost, monthly cost, and staff time. Total time: 10 minutesResources should respond to questions. At the end of the section, resources can share common issues.Finally, have them break into pairs and share their strategies with each other: 2.5 minutes each, 5 minutes total. Total time: 15 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessMarketing Strategy Outline

• Marketing message
• Channel choice/sales approach

(direct sale, internet, etc.)
• Methods used and related cost:

– One time costs (sales booth, 
web design)

– Periodic expenses (advertising, 
reprints)

– Staff marketing approaches 
and time

– Other promotional activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When clients write their marketing strategy to reach the target markets, they should follow this outline. Group Exercise & Discussion: Hand out Marketing Message worksheet. Tells students, “Write your marketing message (single paragraph – 5 minutes) and a description about how you will reach your target customers. See Ann’s plan for an example”. Ask: Would anyone like to share your marketing message? (10 minutes)Total Time: 15 minutes
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessBusiness Structure

• Legal entity
• Management, personnel 

structure and operations
• Insurance requirements
• Other risks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the last section of the feasibility plan draft. The client should specify their legal entity (most will begin as sole proprietor), their management and personnel structure, insurance needs, and a discussion of any other major risks. If they need to expand their discussion of operations, this is the place to do it. 
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessThinking About Sales

Asking someone to buy what is being offered
• Marketing gets customers to the door, Sales 

brings in the money!
• Effective sales requires attention, common sense 

and creative thinking 
• Prepare for sale cycle based on Marketing Plan
• Know your company’s strengths and weaknesses
• Know your competitor’s strengths and weaknesses
• Never be satisfied with “Status Quo”
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Keeping Your Customers 
(and getting new ones)

When you have a new prospect…
• Provide a WOW! Experience
• Entice them to stay in touch

– Social networks, email, mobile, events, direct mail
• Engage people

– Discussion, promotions, event, poll/survey, sharing 
information

• Engagement = social visibility = new prospects!

Source: “Engagement Marketing: How Small Business Wins in a Socially 
Connected World” 

by Gail F. Goodman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Providing a WOW Experience: remember your customers’ names and preferences, provide them with exceptional service they do not get anywhere else, etc.Enticing them to stay in touch: When you create a great customer experience, you make it easier for customers to be receptive to doing business with you again, to remaining in touch with you, and to sharing their experiences with their networks. Email marketing, social media platforms (Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, Twitter). Ask them to connect with your business and entice them to opt in!Engaging people: Engagement=sharing content that inspires your fans, followers, email subscribers, blog readers, and other online contacts to interact with you. Examples: “Liking” or “1+ing” your post or website, sharing your content on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, or Instagram, visiting your business to make a purchase, or calling/emailing you to discuss a new project. When your audience participates, especially on social networks, it creates a buzz around you and your business: When your customers “Like,” comment, or share stories, their participation becomes visible to their networks (your new prospects!).New prospects: When you engage your customers through social media in a way that drives participation, you create socially visible actions. Socially visible engagement puts your business or organization in front of a new audience: the social networks of your existing customers. Not only are they seeing and hearing about your business, they are hearing about it from a trusted source, giving you an implicit thumbs-up.
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Ann’s Nursery Handout
• Business Concept
• Product and Service Offering
• Pricing Strategy
• Competitive Comparison
• Target Markets
• Marketing Strategies to 

Reach Target Customers
• Business Structure

Feasibility Plan Outline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the outline that we want the clients to follow in creating their feasibility plan drafts. They will finish this off with their SCORE mentor. If evaluating multiple ideas, clients should complete one feasibility plan for each idea so that they can examine the information and make the best decision on how to proceed.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessReview

• Competition
• Product and services 

description
• Pricing strategy
• Target markets and channels
• Marketing strategies to reach 

customers
• Marketing message
• Business Structure 
• Sales Basics
• Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what we covered today. Any questions?
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→ Start-up Basics

→ Business Concept

→ Marketing Plan

→ Financial Projections

→ Funding Sources

Testing Your Business Idea

Session 2
Session 3

Session 4
Session 5

Session 1

Simple Steps for 
Starting Your Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Congratulate attendees on getting this far. Remind them that one-on-one mentoring is a part of this package and will be necessary to reach a Go/No-Go conclusion on their business idea.
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessTechnology Resources

SCORE’s Business Technology resources are designed to help small 
businesses grow and prosper using technology to compete more 
effectively.

We provide you with FREE resources including:
• Free online workshops
• Free how-to guides

Topics include:
• Creating a Technology Plan for Your Small Business
• Building the Perfect Website for Your Small Business
• Boosting Your Business Using Technology
• Using Technology to Improve Your Cash Flow
• Using Technology to Jumpstart Your Sales

www.score.org/business-tech-
training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage students to take the Business Technology online workshops, a FREE tool to help businesses get started with technology.

http://www.score.org/business-tech-training
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SESSION 3: Marketing Your BusinessStudent Webpage

Simple Steps for Starting Your Business
Student Webpage

http://www.score.org/startyourbusiness

Includes links to handouts, workshop materials, and additional 
resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize that clients can complete these for one or multiple ideas.  

http://www.score.org/startyourbusiness
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1. Complete the first draft of your feasibility plan.
2. Download the Financial Projections Template from the 

SCORE site:
http://www.score.org/startyourbusiness

3. Fill in the Comparison for Selection of Target Markets 
worksheet (from your handout)

4. Bring a calculator

See you at the next session on Financial Projections.

Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Homework: Students should complete the first draft of their feasibility plan, refine what they worked on in class today, and finish up any areas that they didn’t yet complete. They should enlist the aid of their mentors. If evaluating multiple ideas, the clients should complete one feasibility plan for each idea so that they can examine the information and make the best decision on how to proceed. Remind them to enlist the help of their SCORE counselor if needed.Go to www.score.org. Click on Business Tools. Then click on Template Gallery. The 2nd section from the top contains the 3 files you should download. They are under the label SCORE Financial Projections Template *UPDATED May 2010.* Save the files in your computer’s hard drive. For now, just review the documents and become somewhat familiar with them before the next session, where we will discuss them at length.

http://www.score.org/startyourbusiness
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1. On a scale of 0 - 10, how likely 
is it that you would recommend 
this workshop to your friends 
and colleagues?

2. What is the primary reason for 
the answer you just gave us?

3. What is the most important 
improvement that would make 
you rate us closer to a 10?

Please complete our workshop survey:

Help Us, Help You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hand out the Net Promoter Score evaluation feedback sheet.
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